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Short-read mappers
Such programs as Maq and Bowtie (Table 1) 
use a computational strategy known as ‘index-
ing’ to speed up their mapping algorithms. Like 
the index at the end of a book, an index of a 
large DNA sequence allows one to rapidly find 
shorter sequences embedded within it. Maq is 
based on a straightforward but effective strategy 
called spaced seed indexing6 (Fig. 1a). In this 
strategy, a read is divided into four segments of 
equal length, called the ‘seeds’. If the entire read 
aligns perfectly to the reference genome, then 
clearly all of the seeds will also align perfectly. 
If there is one mismatch, however, perhaps due 
to a single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), 
then it must fall within one of the four seeds, 
but the other three will still match perfectly. 
Using similar reasoning, two mismatches will 
fall in at most two seeds, leaving the other two 
to match perfectly. Thus, by aligning all pos-
sible pairs of seeds (six possible pairs) against 
the reference, it is possible to winnow the list of 
candidate locations within the reference where 
the full read may map, allowing at most two 
mismatches. Maq’s spaced seed index enables 
it to perform this winnowing operation very 
efficiently. The resulting set of candidate reads 
is typically small enough that the rest of the 
read—that is, the other two seeds that might 
contain the mismatches—may be individually 
checked against the reference.

Bowtie takes an entirely different approach, 
borrowing a technique originally developed 
for compressing large files called the Burrows-
Wheeler transform. Using this transform, the 
index for the entire human genome fits into 
less than two gigabytes of memory (an amount 
that is commonly available on today’s desktop 
and even laptop computers)—in contrast to a 
spaced seed index, which may require over 50 
gigabytes—and yet reads can still be aligned 
efficiently. Bowtie aligns a read one character 
at a time to the Burrows-Wheeler–transformed 
genome (Fig. 1b). Each successively aligned 
new character allows Bowtie to winnow the 
list of positions to which the read might map. 
If Bowtie cannot find a location where a read 
aligns perfectly, the algorithm backtracks 
to a previous character of the read, makes a  
substitution and resumes the search. In effect, 
the Burrows-Wheeler transform enables 
Bowtie to conquer the mapping problem by 
first solving a simple subproblem—align one 
character—and then building on that solution 
to solve a slightly harder problem—align two 
characters—and then continuing on to three 
characters, and so on, until the entire read has 
been aligned. Bowtie’s alignment algorithm is 
substantially more complicated than Maq’s, but 
Bowtie’s alignment speed is more than 30-fold 
faster7.

using traditional alignment algorithms such as 
BLAST or BLAT, but such grids are not acces-
sible to everyone. To reduce the computing cost 
of analysis for sequencing-based assays and to 
make them available to all investigators, we and 
others have created a new generation of align-
ment programs capable of mapping hundreds 
of millions of short reads on a single desktop 
computer. Vendors of sequencing machines 
provide specialized mapping software, such as 
the ELAND program from Illumina, but in this 
article we focus on third-party packages, some of 
which are free and open source. These programs 
are built on algorithms that exploit features of 
short DNA sequencing reads to map millions of 
reads per hour while minimizing both process-
ing time and memory requirements.

alignment between the read and its true source 
in the genome may actually have more differ-
ences than the alignment between the read 
and some other copy of the repeat. The spliced 
mapping problem faces this same challenge but 
is further complicated by the possible presence 
of intron-sized gaps.

DNA sequencers from Illumina, ABI, Roche 
(of Basel, Switzerland), Helicos and other compa-
nies produce millions of reads per run. Complete 
assays may involve many runs, so an investigator 
may need to map millions or billions of reads 
to a genome. For example, the recent cancer 
genome sequencing project by Ley et al.5 gener-
ated nearly 8 billion reads from 132 sequencing 
runs. A large, expensive computer grid might 
map the reads from this experiment in a few days 
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Figure 1  Two recent algorithmic approaches for aligning short (20–200-bp) sequencing reads.  
(a) Algorithms based on spaced-seed indexing, such as Maq, index the reads as follows: each position 
in the reference is cut into equal-sized pieces, called ‘seeds’ and these seeds are paired and stored 
in a lookup table. Each read is also cut up according to this scheme, and pairs of seeds are used as 
keys to look up matching positions in the reference. Because seed indices can be very large, some 
algorithms (including Maq) index the reads in batches and treat substrings of the reference as queries. 
(b) Algorithms based on the Burrows-Wheeler transform, such as Bowtie, store a memory-efficient 
representation of the reference genome. Reads are aligned character by character from right to left 
against the transformed string. With each new character, the algorithm updates an interval (indicated 
by blue ‘beams’) in the transformed string. When all characters in the read have been processed, 
alignments are represented by any positions within the interval. Burrows-Wheeler–based algorithms can 
run substantially faster than spaced seed approaches, primarily owing to the memory efficiency of the 
Burrows-Wheeler search. Chr., chromosome.
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Trapnell & Salzberg Nature Biotechnology 27 :455 (2009)
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Coor 12345678901234 5678901234567890123456789012345
ref1 AGCATGTTAGATAA**GATAGCTGTGCTAGTAGGCAGTCAGCGCCAT

+r001/1 TTAGATAAAGGATA*CTG
+r002 aaaAGATAA*GGATA
+r004 ATAGCT..............TCAGC
-r001/2 CAGCGGCAT

@HD VN:1.5 SO:coordinate
@SQ SN:ref1 LN:45
r001 163 ref1 7 30 8M2I4M1D3M = 37 39 TTAGATAAAGGATACTG *
r002 0 ref1 9 30 3S6M1P1I4M * 0 0 AAAAGATAAGGATA *
r004 0 ref1 16 30 6M14N5M * 0 0 ATAGCTTCAGC *
r001 83 ref1 37 30 9M = 7 -39 CAGCGGCAT * NM:i:1

En-tête : @HD, @SQ (références avec nom SN et longueur LN), . . .
Colonnes : (1) QNAME [lecture], (2) FLAG, (3) RNAME [référence], (4)
POS, (5) MAPQ [mapping quality], (6) CIGAR [alignement], (7–9) info sur
paires, (10) SEQ (séquence de l’amorce), (11) QUAL (qualité de SEQ)

BAM : même information, avec compression



Chaı̂ne CIGAR
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Encodage : l1 op1 l2 op2 l3 op3 · · · avec lk la longueur d’opération opk. Opérations :
Op Description
M alignment match (can be a sequence match or mismatch)
I insertion to the reference
D deletion from the reference
N skipped region from the reference
S soft clipping (clipped sequences present in SEQ)
H hard clipping (clipped sequences NOT present in SEQ)
= sequence match
X sequence mismatch

Bits de FLAG :

2. FLAG: bitwise FLAG. Each bit is explained in the following table:

Bit Description

0x1 template having multiple fragments in sequencing
0x2 each fragment properly aligned according to the aligner
0x4 fragment unmapped
0x8 next fragment in the template unmapped

0x10 SEQ being reverse complemented
0x20 SEQ of the next fragment in the template being reversed
0x40 the first fragment in the template
0x80 the last fragment in the template

0x100 secondary alignment
0x200 not passing quality controls
0x400 PCR or optical duplicate

• Bit 0x4 is the only reliable place to tell whether the fragment is unmapped. If 0x4 is set, no
assumptions can be made about RNAME, POS, CIGAR, MAPQ, bits 0x2, 0x10 and 0x100
and the bit 0x20 of the next fragment in the template.

• If 0x40 and 0x80 are both set, the fragment is part of a linear template, but it is neither
the first nor the last fragment. If both 0x40 and 0x80 are unset, the index of the fragment
in the template is unknown. This may happen for a non-linear template or the index is lost
in data processing.

• Bit 0x100 marks the alignment not to be used in certain analyses when the tools in use are
aware of this bit.

• If 0x1 is unset, no assumptions can be made about 0x2, 0x8, 0x20, 0x40 and 0x80.

3. RNAME: Reference sequence NAME of the alignment. If @SQ header lines are present, RNAME
(if not ‘*’) must be present in one of the SQ-SN tag. An unmapped fragment without coordinate
has a ‘*’ at this field. However, an unmapped fragment may also have an ordinary coordinate
such that it can be placed at a desired position after sorting. If RNAME is ‘*’, no assumptions
can be made about POS and CIGAR.

4. POS: 1-based leftmost mapping POSition of the first matching base. The first base in a reference
sequence has coordinate 1. POS is set as 0 for an unmapped read without coordinate. If POS is
0, no assumptions can be made about RNAME and CIGAR.

5. MAPQ: MAPping Quality. It equals �10 log10 Pr{mapping position is wrong}, rounded to the
nearest integer. A value 255 indicates that the mapping quality is not available.

6. CIGAR: CIGAR string. The CIGAR operations are given in the following table (set ‘*’ if un-
available):

Op BAM Description

M 0 alignment match (can be a sequence match or mismatch)
I 1 insertion to the reference
D 2 deletion from the reference
N 3 skipped region from the reference
S 4 soft clipping (clipped sequences present in SEQ)
H 5 hard clipping (clipped sequences NOT present in SEQ)
P 6 padding (silent deletion from padded reference)
= 7 sequence match
X 8 sequence mismatch

• H can only be present as the first and/or last operation.

• S may only have H operations between them and the ends of the CIGAR string.

• For mRNA-to-genome alignment, an N operation represents an intron. For other types of
alignments, the interpretation of N is not defined.

4
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Dépendances : X → Y → Z

X : référence, Y : variante séquencée, Z : séquence lue

échelle Phred — base z lue avec qualité q = −10 log10 P{Y 6= Z}

p(z|y) = P
{
Z = z

∣∣∣∣ Y = y

}
=

1− 10−q/10 si z = y
1
310−q/10 si z 6= y

Pour un alignement à position t, on assume indépendance :

P
{
Z1..` = z1..`

∣∣∣∣ Y1..` = Xt..t+`−1

}
=

∏̀
i=1

p
(
zi|xt+i−1

)

Pondération LODS pour aligner zi et yi = xt+i−1 . . .
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[approche de MAQ]

On veut trouver T , la vraie position de z1..`. L’aligneur choisit la position t qui

maximise la probabilité P
{
Z1..` = z1..`

∣∣∣∣ Y1..` = Xt..t+`−1

}
. Supposons que

Ω dénote les positions que le mappeur a examiné pour l’alignement (hits) :

ε = P{T 6= t} = P{T = 0}︸ ︷︷ ︸
ε1

mauvaise référence

+ P{T > 0, T 6= t, T 6∈ Ω}︸ ︷︷ ︸
ε2(1−ε1)

position manquée

+ P{T > 0, T 6= t, T ∈ Ω}︸ ︷︷ ︸
ε3(1−ε2)(1−ε1)

mauvais hit

Comme εi ≈ 0, on a ε ≈ max{ε1, ε2, ε3}. En plus, on peut ignorer ε1 <<

ε2, ε3 (contamination ne s’aligne pas bien — filtrer par alignement à modèle iid)
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Position manquée ? On veut ε2 = P
{
T 6∈ Ω

∣∣∣∣ T > 0
}

. On ne trouve pas la

vraie position :
? (1) l’alignement à la vraie position (T ) est assez similaire au meilleur alignement

trouvé (t),
? (2) mais on ne l’examine pas (T 6∈ Ω) : à T il y a trop d’erreurs
(1) régions similaires dans le génome + erreurs : on a une position T choisie au
hasard qui est lue avec autant d’erreurs que la lecture devient plus similaire à une
autre région (t)

⇒ ε2 est dominant quand on cherche au seuil de sensitivité du hachage (v. graines
espacées), avec des lectures corrompues dans des régions répétitives

(on peut l’estimer . . . )
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Autres candidats pour le placement ? On veut ε3 = P
{
T 6= t

∣∣∣∣ T ∈ Ω
}

. On

considère donc la probabilité postérieure du placement dans Ω :

p3(t) = P
{
T = t

∣∣∣∣ T ∈ Ω
}

=
p
(
z1..`

∣∣∣ xt..t+`−1

)
∑
u∈Ω p

(
z1..`

∣∣∣ xu..u+`−1

)
(à priori P{T = u} = 1/|Ω| pour tout u ∈ Ω).

Il suffit de stocker les meilleurs alignements (MAQ : 1 meilleur, n 2e meilleur)



Qualité de bases alignées (QUAL)
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SAMtools Base Alignment Quality (BAQ)

Génome de longueur L, lecture de
longueur ` États : M, I,D,S,E

Émissions : 1/4 dans I, selon qual
en M , aucune en D,S, E

BAQ : probabilité postérieure de manque de homologie 1− p(zi � xt)

Li Bioinformatics 27 :1157 (2011)
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Alignement de lectures dans la même position

1. réalignement (autour de trous)

2. inférence de génotypes (hétéro- et homozygotes ?) / haplotypes

Méthodes : (a) compter les votes, (b) inclure modèle d’erreurs et de mutation
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The Variant Call Format (VCF) Version 4.2 Specification

17 Dec 2013

The master version of this document can be found at https://github.com/samtools/hts-specs.
This printing is version c02ad4c from that repository, last modified on the date shown above.

1 The VCF specification

VCF is a text file format (most likely stored in a compressed manner). It contains meta-information lines, a header
line, and then data lines each containing information about a position in the genome. The format also has the ability
to contain genotype information on samples for each position.

1.1 An example
##fileformat=VCFv4.2
##fileDate=20090805
##source=myImputationProgramV3.1
##reference=file:///seq/references/1000GenomesPilot-NCBI36.fasta
##contig=<ID=20,length=62435964,assembly=B36,md5=f126cdf8a6e0c7f379d618ff66beb2da,species="Homo sapiens",taxonomy=x>
##phasing=partial
##INFO=<ID=NS,Number=1,Type=Integer,Description="Number of Samples With Data">
##INFO=<ID=DP,Number=1,Type=Integer,Description="Total Depth">
##INFO=<ID=AF,Number=A,Type=Float,Description="Allele Frequency">
##INFO=<ID=AA,Number=1,Type=String,Description="Ancestral Allele">
##INFO=<ID=DB,Number=0,Type=Flag,Description="dbSNP membership, build 129">
##INFO=<ID=H2,Number=0,Type=Flag,Description="HapMap2 membership">
##FILTER=<ID=q10,Description="Quality below 10">
##FILTER=<ID=s50,Description="Less than 50% of samples have data">
##FORMAT=<ID=GT,Number=1,Type=String,Description="Genotype">
##FORMAT=<ID=GQ,Number=1,Type=Integer,Description="Genotype Quality">
##FORMAT=<ID=DP,Number=1,Type=Integer,Description="Read Depth">
##FORMAT=<ID=HQ,Number=2,Type=Integer,Description="Haplotype Quality">
#CHROM POS ID REF ALT QUAL FILTER INFO FORMAT NA00001 NA00002 NA00003
20 14370 rs6054257 G A 29 PASS NS=3;DP=14;AF=0.5;DB;H2 GT:GQ:DP:HQ 0|0:48:1:51,51 1|0:48:8:51,51 1/1:43:5:.,.
20 17330 . T A 3 q10 NS=3;DP=11;AF=0.017 GT:GQ:DP:HQ 0|0:49:3:58,50 0|1:3:5:65,3 0/0:41:3
20 1110696 rs6040355 A G,T 67 PASS NS=2;DP=10;AF=0.333,0.667;AA=T;DB GT:GQ:DP:HQ 1|2:21:6:23,27 2|1:2:0:18,2 2/2:35:4
20 1230237 . T . 47 PASS NS=3;DP=13;AA=T GT:GQ:DP:HQ 0|0:54:7:56,60 0|0:48:4:51,51 0/0:61:2
20 1234567 microsat1 GTC G,GTCT 50 PASS NS=3;DP=9;AA=G GT:GQ:DP 0/1:35:4 0/2:17:2 1/1:40:3

This example shows (in order): a good simple SNP, a possible SNP that has been filtered out because its quality is
below 10, a site at which two alternate alleles are called, with one of them (T) being ancestral (possibly a reference
sequencing error), a site that is called monomorphic reference (i.e. with no alternate alleles), and a microsatellite
with two alternative alleles, one a deletion of 2 bases (TC), and the other an insertion of one base (T). Genotype data
are given for three samples, two of which are phased and the third unphased, with per sample genotype quality, depth
and haplotype qualities (the latter only for the phased samples) given as well as the genotypes. The microsatellite
calls are unphased.

1.2 Meta-information lines

File meta-information is included after the ## string and must be key=value pairs. It is strongly encouraged that
information lines describing the INFO, FILTER and FORMAT entries used in the body of the VCF file be included
in the meta-information section. Although they are optional, if these lines are present then they must be completely
well-formed.

1

En-tête : information sur provenance, méthodes, explication de codes : filtres (FILTER),
INFO et FORMAT

INFO : information sur le site et l’ensemble d’échantillons ; FORMAT montre
les champs de génotypage dans les colonnes suivantes ; allèles encodés par 0,1,. . . (0=réf)


